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Robot Design – The Chassis
Game Strategy
The Chassis Team was responsible for building a chassis which had to be sturdy, fast, and designed such that it can
overcome the barriers in place while moving the freight. It also had to be made to a certain dimension to move easily
avoiding the barriers when needed.
Early Chassis Design

How Does the Chassis Work?
The chassis is a metal box with two vertical motors with gears that move the wheels. We designed it to fit between the
barrier and wall, so we can move in and out of the warehouse easily. We designed the drive train’s code so it can drive in
either direction.
What didn’t work? How did you redesign or solve the problem?
We started with bigger wheels to overcome the barriers but realized that we could not fit through the gap due to our
wider design. When we modified the wheels, the robot could still drive over the barriers.
We need our chassis to fit in the scoring area. Our original design did not fit completely outside of the warehouse, it was
too wide and hung off the edge in the warehouse. The cargo and freight won't count if we are not outside. So, we
redesigned the chassis. We made it taller, with more clearance from the ground. We also measured the distance
between the barrier and wall and based the chassis width off that measurement. We made it smaller by changing the
motors to vertical so they don't take up much space. Overall, the robot is skinnier now so it fits in the gap between the
wall and the barrier.
Areas Where We Improved Our Design
Two areas where we improved our design are we switched to Mecanum Wheels, and we made the motors vertical,
thinning out our design so it can fit in between the barrier and the wall.
Final Chassis Design
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Robot Design – The Intake
Game Strategy
The Intake Team’s task is to design a system to attach on the arm and be able to collect and unload different
shapes/sizes/weights of cargo. We wanted a mechanism that could pick up in a small space and be efficient and quick
and pick up from many directions.
Early Intake Design

We built some prototype flaps out of rubber. We put a drill in the shaft. Rubber flaps were screwed onto the flaps. We
tested how good the flappers worked - they were good. We made multiple designs/iterations of the flapper with
different materials, and using different widths and and lengths. We used a torque gun and tried the flapper designs to
see if they could pull in the cargo, then we applied it to the robot. We 3D printed some designs and tried them, but they
didn’t work very well, so we went back to the original design.
How Does the Intake Work?
There is a motor on the side of the robot with a hexagon shaft attached to it. A second shaft is attached higher up, the
two shafts are connected together. Friction fit rubber flaps are on the shaft. The motor is controlled by the programming
magic. When the motor starts, the two shafts rotate, making the red flappers rotate.
What didn’t work? How did you redesign or solve the problem?
A problem we had was the balls are so much bigger than the cubes, we couldn't get them into the intake, so we added a
rubber tubing spring. Now if a ball passes under, it adjusts for the height of the ball.
In our first design, we only had one shaft. The rubber flappers have a great grip, but they did not have enough power to
get the cargo into the basket. So we decided to mount a second shaft higher up on the intake. We had to put the basket
on a slide device so that we could reach up higher. Now when the motor starts, the two shafts are connected together
and have enough power to move the cargo into the bucket.
Final Intake Design
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Robot Design – The Arm and Bucket
Game Strategy
The Arm team has the task of designing an arm with repetitive motion in a defined space above the chassis. The design
of the arm plays a big role in our points strategy.
Early Arm Design
When we first started working on the robot’s arm, we drew out several designs with pen and paper. We wanted to see
our design of choice in three dimensions, so we gathered some cardboard, a hot glue dispenser, and a tape measure,
then got to work!

How Does the Arm Work?
The bucket is mounted to an extendable shaft, almost like a drawer slide. The arm is tied up to a winch, which is
connected to a DC motor. When we spin the motor, it loosens or tightens the winch, causing the arm to go up or down.
We extend the arm to the desired height, then we pivot the bucket back. The bucket pivots by the servo that’s mounted
to both the bucket and the shaft.
Arm Test Data
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What didn’t work? How did you redesign or solve the problem?
The purpose of the bucket is to receive freight from the front of the robot and dump it in the back. Once we finished
prototyping, we grabbed some game elements and began testing to see how everything would fit into the bucket of the
arm. We realized that it was possible for two cubes to fit inside the bucket which could lead to penalties during game
play. We fixed this problem by shortening the length of the bucket.

Early Bucket design was too big and per the game rules we can only carry one cargo at a time.

Modified Bucket Design to fit only one cargo (also able to fit either shapes round or cube). Arm
design modified to target top tier of the alliance hub.

Areas Where We Improved Our Design
Some of our important design improvements are the redesigned bucket, which helps the robot only pick up one
cargo at time which conforms to game rules. Also, the extended arm gives us ability to access the top tier on the
hub for more points.
Final Arm Design
Now that we had the final design, we needed to make a more robust version of the bucket. We used some
polycarbonate and cut out a template with a bandsaw. We then began to mark out where we wanted to bend the
polycarbonate template with a sharpie. Then we used a heat gun to soften the material at the bends and used a press
brake to bend the bucket into the final shape. We then mounted the polycarbonate bucket design onto the robot, and it
functioned well. Finally, we 3D-printed the design for a better and sleek look.
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Robot Design – The Carousel
Game Strategy
The Carousel team is responsible for assembling the wheel to the proper settings per the rulebook and help assemble
the test field for daily robot testing and validation.
Early Carousel Design
After looking for inspiration online, we decided to have two compliant wheels on top of a DC motor. In our first few
attempts, we had different variations of the spinner mounted to a U-channel with a motor bracket. We also tried
different designs of carousel with two wheels and tested the RPM. We had to change our strategy and add a spinner
shaft at the back of the wheel and were able to successfully spin a duck off in 2 seconds.
Due to stability, space, placement, and convenience, we had to change it many times. Finally, we put the spinner on a
shaft next to the back left wheel. That ensures stability, adjustability, more space, and convenient placement. We can
deliver a duck in about 2 seconds, and we have not run into any problems with it.

The carousel team testing different wheels and speeds on a drill
How Does the Carousel Work?
The carousel runs on a DC motor attached to the robot with two wheels on the top. We use two 2” diameter wheels to
rotate the carousel and move the duck. The carousel spinner is located
on the back left corner of the robot and is 13.5 inches off the ground.
Carousel Test Data
We did a lot of testing to find out how to successfully spin the carousel
to make the duck fall. We had to figure out how high the carousel is off
the ground, a safe speed to transport the duck without it falling off,
how the carousel should be mounted on the robot for easy access and
what kind of wheel we should use. We tried three different types of
wheels which all performed differently. We figured out that to spin the
duck without falling off the best speed was 0.35 of the motor.
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What didn’t work? How did you redesign or solve the problem?
While building the carousel we ran into some problems. We used a U channel to
mount the carousel which made it unstable, so we switched to a shaft. This made the
carousel much more stable on the robot and was a smaller attachment which made
more room for other robot parts.
We decided to use the medium sized wheel that had a 2” diameter. After this we did
some practice runs and realized that the wheel was not sturdy, so to fix this we
added another wheel to the top.
Final Carousel Design
The final carousel consists of a DC motor, two 2” diameter wheels, 13.5 in off the
ground, spinning at 0.35 and attached in the back left corner by a shaft.

Dugle, Our Robot
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Software Design
Game strategy
In software you want to write code, have multiple inputs for multiple strategies and outputs. In case one becomes
incompatible or breaks, and so we have many solutions. We like it to be user friendly.
How does Software work?
The Software team is the sub-team that programs the robot in terms of remote control and for the autonomous period.
The software used is JAVA along with a user interface Android system. The codes are written for the Strategy discussed
by the team in achieving the most points without causing any penalties. This year there is a 30 second Autonomous
mode which will be an interesting task for the software team. There is lot of emphasis on each move of the robot to
make sure the time is utilized precisely in achieving maximum points. Repeatability of the program is tested during
different team meets. First, we started with the basics, we started with coding the drivetrain like Tank Drive, Mecanum
Drive and a new drive called Field Oriented Drive. After we programmed the driving modes, we programmed the motors
starting with the carousel motor then the intake motor, then timed the bucket. After we programmed all the motors, we
started to get more complex, we started coding our Auton routine.
 Mecanum Drive - If you move the left joystick to the left the robot will stay left if you move it to the right it will
move to the right.
 Field Oriented Drive - The robot sets the position it’s facing as 0. Then the robot, if you put the stick forward it
will move in the 0 direction, you could spin and move towards the 0 direction at the same time! Even after you
driver all around the field or if you pick up the robot and move it, it will still work the same way.

Autonomous objectives:
 Our goal is to score 45 points; regardless of whether we start on the carousel or warehouse side of the field.
 From the starting position, we detect our team shipping element while waiting for the match to start. We
deliver the pre-loaded box on the corresponding level of the alliance shipping hub, which is worth 26 points plus
the points awarded after endgame for the corresponding level (2, 4, or 6 points).
 On the carousel side
o we deliver the duck (+10 points)
o fully park in the storage unit (+6 points)
o For a total of 42 auton + (2, 4 or 6) teleop points
 On the warehouse side
o deliver 1 box to level 3 of the alliance shipping hub (6 auton + 6 teleop points)
o park in the warehouse (+10 points)
o Totalling 42 auton points plus (8, 10 or 12) teleop points
 On both sides, we have defined paths that minimize the risk of collisions with other robots. We restrict our
movements to our quarter of the field.
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Sensors used:
 In auton we use gamepad feedback to configure the auton routine. The drive team is able to
o Toggle between Blue and Red Alliance
o Set the starting side between carousel and warehouse
o Add a delay before the robot starts moving to coordinate with alliance partner’s autonomous routine
 The robot is equipped with two sets of rollers with embedded touch sensors. These help the robot slide around
the barrier while the touch sensors are used in the program to direct movement.
 We also incorporate the rollers during pre-match setup to calibrate the imu orientation with the field’s side
wall. After configuring the auton routine, the robot’s LEDs turn red indicating that the imu must be
calibrated. Pushing the appro-priate side against the wall turns the lights yellow, and after holding the position
for 1 second, the imu zero position is set and green LEDs signal successful calibration. This calibration helped
improve the precision of our movements on the field.
 We use a webcam to detect the team shipping elements. The red color of our team shipping element is
calculated using OpenCV.
 We also use a webcam to detect boxes in our bucket. We illuminate the bucket with white LED lights to ensure
the camera has good visibility of freight in the bucket.
 Wheel encoders control our movement throughout auton and control arm extension.
 A imu is used to manage the robot’s rotational heading.
Key algorithms:
 We use a state machine to manage each action in our auton routine. This is implemented using an Interface in
Java. Every state provides methods for:
o shouldExit() - Have the state objectives been completed
o performStateActions() - Perform the actions required to accomplish the state
o performTransitionalActions() - Shut down the current state activities in preparation for the next state
 Robot movement is managed using PID controllers
Driver controlled enhancements:
 One distinguishing feature that our drivers enjoy is the bucket has a waggle as it dumps to finesse the freight
drop. During the dumping process, the servo’s target position is oscillated in our program to create the waggle.
 We have a field oriented drive which means the robot uses its gyroscope to move in the direction of the joystick
no matter the orientation of the robot. This allows the drive team to navigate more effectively. To make this
work, we needed to account for how the driver and robot are oriented during initialization of the IMU and carry
that information between auton to teleop. We used a Singleton architecture for the imu sensor to accomplish
this challenge.
 We use the gyroscope to rotate to target orientations for navigating around the warehouse barrier. Squeeze the
right trigger of the gamepad and the robot orients with the X axis to enter the warehouse. Squeeze the right
bumper to align with the Y axis to navigate to the shared hub. These enhancements improves the drive team’s
cycle time.
 In order to extend our arm, the bucket must be rotated to the middle position. If not, it collides with the chassis
and gets jammed. Originally, the drive team had to manage the order of operations, but that was prone to
error. We error-proofed the arm extension by programming the arm to always rotate the bucket to the correct
position prior to extending.
 For precise movement when delivering freight to shipping hubs, we implemented “Super Slow-Mo” driving
mode. When the driver squeezes the left trigger, the maximum robot speed is reduced by 70%.
 During telop, we have freight detection using a webcam. When freight is in the bucket we rumble the gamepads
with a brief pulse. When the bucket is rotated to the collect position, LED lights turn on to illuminate the bucket
and improve detection.
 The start of endgame is signaled to the drivers with a long gamepad rumble to signal endgame to the drivers.
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Team Impact/Outreach Summary
The Hart E-Bots want to share the message of FIRST®, our love of STEM and robotics, and help others, by finding ways to
reach out to members of our community. In previous years, we have taken our robot to several elementary school
science fairs to introduce FTC to future E-Bot members, as well as mentored FLL teams to get them excited for future
robotics. But, with the ongoing Coronavirus Pandemic, our team has not been able to do these important outreach
activities. We looked for creative new ways to impact and inspire younger students. For example, creating documentary
videos of our team to share with our school community on our website. So far this season, we’ve participated in four
STEM and Robotics events and two Community Service Activities.
Mentoring North Hill Elementary School FLL Team 54480
The team is excited to be mentoring an FLL team again! Members of the Hart E-Bots attend the North Hill FLL Team’s
weekly meetings on Tuesdays from 6:30-7:30pm. We are enjoying sharing our knowledge of robotics and FIRST® to
answer their questions and brainstorm innovative solutions with their team members.

Hart E-Bots working with FLL Team 54480 (2021)
6th Grade STEM Class
Introduced to FIRST® Robotics
In November 2021, Hart Middle School STEM
teacher, Mrs. Kelsey Knapp, showed her sixth
grade STEM class Hart E-Bot team videos to
introduce them to the FIRST Robotics program
and the FTC program at Hart Middle School. We
hope to inspire these sixth graders to apply for
the team next year.

Hart E-Bots Recruitment Video (2021)
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Programming Collaboration Meeting with FTC Team Kaos to Strengthen FIRST® in our Community
On Thursday, December 2, 2021, we had a meeting on ZOOM with members of Team Kaos to discuss our programming
strategies. Team Kaos shared many things with us, such as their auton, teleop, code and more. We asked what they liked
the most about their robot and being on Team Kaos and they said the 45 degree mounted wheels and how they had a
super simple yet affective code structure. Both teams had come up with questions to ask each other. They shared many
tips and tricks and also talked about stuff they did a little differently. Overall, it was nice to see another team’s view and
thinking about the whole robotics challenge. Our robots looked nothing alike but have some similar features.
Girl Scouts Robotics Showcase
On December 14, 2021, we held a robotics event for Girl Scouts that attend our middle school. The Girl Scouts watched
our drive team practice robot maneuvers on the field. We told them about this year’s challenge and how we built the
different parts of the robot and shared our experience as Hart E-Bots. We answered their questions and ate some Girl
Scout cookies.

Girl Scouts from Hart Middle School learn about FTC and the Hart E-Bots (2021).
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Community Service - Annual Hunger Walk
In November 2021, the Hart E-Bots participated in the Annual Rochester Hunger Walk, an event hosted by the
AdamBots, a local FRC team. We had fun during the one-mile walk, working as a team to raise money for a local food
pantry. Our team had 28 people participate and we raised $230.

Hart E-Bots Team at the Hunger Walk (2021)
Community Service - OPC Holiday Baskets
In November 2021, team members gathered donations of food and personal care items and put together Holiday
“Baskets.” These were donated to the local Older Persons’ Commission (OPC), an organization that works with Meals on
Wheels to provide a holiday meal to senior citizens in need. We partnered with the Hart Middle School Eighth Grade Girl
Scout Troop 71360, and together we donated 11 baskets, a donation worth about $825.

Assembling Holiday Gift “Baskets” donated by our team for the OPC (2021)
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Team Plan – Team Summary
The Hart E-Bots uses a structure of coaches, mentors, sub-teams, team members, and parent volunteers to function as a
team. The sub-teams are made up of the team members who contribute towards the creation of the Robot and
Engineering Notebook.

The crossing lines represent our team working and interacting with each other.
Our team has seven 7th graders and eight 8th graders. There are nine boys and six girls. Some team members have
participated in FIRST programs for five or six years, while this is the very first year for a couple members. Some of our
coaches and mentors have participated in FIRST for 22 years.

The HART E-Bots 2021 FTC Team
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Team Plan - SWOT Analysis for Team Learning Goals
Below we have identified and organized our team Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. Team members
had some specific learning goals this season, taken directly from our Opportunities. They were learning Java and Android
Studio, exploring STEM and robotics careers, practicing life skills, and improving skill using technology to create
outreach/promotional videos. We are working on these learning goals during the season.

Strengths




Weaknesses

Mentors have a lot of robotics, engineering, and
software knowledge and decades of experience with
FIRST®

 Team did not own dedicated tools at the start of the

Full FIRST® Progression of Programs in our
community

 Team moved into a new build room. Boxes of



Strong family support and involvement



Team member enthusiasm



Team members have a lot of building experience
and construction skills, such as using hand tools

season. Need to solicit donor funds and purchase all
new tools.
supplies were unorganized. All team members had
trouble finding parts and supplies.

Opportunities


Learning to code in Android Studio, Java



Returning 8th grade team members take leadership
roles and mentor 7th graders



Mentor a FIRST® FLL team at North Hill Elementary



New members bring new skills and ideas to the team



Expanding our knowledge of robotics, and exploring
robotics as a future career



Practicing life skills like teamwork, communication,
listening, and cooperation



Expanding our team’s social media presence with
our website



Creating mini documentary videos of our team for
outreach and promotion



Develop collaboration with other teams to
strengthen FIRST® in our community

Threats
 Ongoing Coronavirus pandemic is limiting

opportunities for outreach activities to share the
FIRST® program with our school community

 Out of stock parts
 Team lost the build room space we’ve used for

several years. Had to find a new location and move
team supplies.
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Team Plan – Learning Goals
To practice some life skills we’ll use when we’re working at jobs in the future, we played communication games during
team meetings. For example, we used nonverbal communication to line ourselves up by our birthdays. For another
game, we worked with a partner to practice describing words and active listening. While our partner described a little
picture, we had to draw what we thought they were describing.

Practicing teamwork and real-life communication skills during a meeting.
The software team worked many hours with a coach and a mentor to learn to write code and use Android Studio.

Learning Java and Android Studio
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2021 TEAM FINANCIAL REPORT as of 12/9/21
This season, the Hart E-Bots faced a big challenge when we found out in September we no longer had access to the build room,
tools, or meeting space we’d been using for several years. Our school offered us a place to set up our field, a storage room for our
stuff, and meeting space in a classroom. Since we had no tools and little equipment to start with, we asked our school’s Parent
Teacher Student Association (PTSA) for assistance, and they generously provided us with two grants, to purchase storage room
furniture and robot parts and materials, worth over $2,000. We also reached out to our parent network, and with their assistance
we received generous corporate sponsorships worth $4,500. Our Spirit Wear fundraiser raised another $132 for the team. Our total
income this season is $9,162.76.

INCOME
Team Dues
Sponsors:
Hart Middle School PTSA
Department of Defense Education Activity
GSI Electrical
DNA
Kerr Screw Products
THORS
GFM
Community Outreach:
OPC Holiday Basket Donations
Annual Hunger Walk Donation
Fundraising: Spirit Wear
TOTAL INCOME

BUDGET
1350.00
4000.00

ACTUAL
1350.00
1925.76
200.00
1500.00
1000.00
1000.00
500.00
500.00

825.00
150.00
200.00
$6,525.00

825.00
230.00
132.00
$9,162.76

Team expenses paid so far this season equal $8,092.33. This includes registrations and League fees. a partial field, robot parts,
electronics, motors, intake parts, sensors, tools, building materials, and toolboxes. Additional team expenses yet to be paid include
our annual website renewal, competition meals, and an end of the season team celebration. Money left over will fund next year’s
team.

EXPENSES
Rochester Community Schools - Team Dues
2021 FIRST® FTC Registration Fee
OCCRA League Fee
Lake Orion Qualifier Fee
Macomb Competition Fee
Partial Field Kit
Robot Parts

BUDGET
1350.00
275.00
150.00
100.00
150.00
300.00
3000.00

Tools and Build Supplies
Build Room Tool Storage Boxes, Racks and Tubs
Other Supplies: Presentation, Pit Area
Media: Website
Spirit Wear: Team Shirts and Fundraising Orders
Team Building Events and Celebrations
Community Outreach:
OPC Holiday Basket Donations
Annual Hunger Walk Donation
TOTAL EXPENSES

500.00
500.00
300.00
200.00
1000.00
300.00
825.00
150.00
$9,100.00

ACTUAL
1350.00
275.00
150.00
100.00
150.00
276.81
848.52
1482.48
387.75
416.58
105.92
1108.27
386.00
825.00
230.00
$8,092.33

